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Percolation-induced conductor-insulator transition in a system of metal spheres in a dielectric fluid
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We develop a model to investigate the insulator-conductor transition observed in a system of spherical metal
particles suspended in a quasi-two-dimensional viscous liquid between planar electrodes when the voltage of
the electrodes is increased. Our model captures the main ingredients of the process in experimental system,
and reveals the insulator-conductor transition at a well-defined critical voltage. Based on the simulation data we
demonstrate that characteristic quantities of the system show power-law scaling in the vicinity of the critical
point. These scaling analysis show clearly that the transition between the insulating and conducting phases is
analogous to second-order phase transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transition and critical phenomenon is a field facing
many difficulties and challenges [1–3]. Phase transitions can
result in from not only physical changes but also geometrical
changes. The most known examples are the Ising ferromagnet
[4–6] and the random resistor network [7–9]. For these
systems, it has been proposed [10–14] that the scaling behavior
of the effective conductivity of the network of resistors is
analogous to that exhibited by the magnetization of an Ising
ferromagnet. The concentration of the lower resistors plays the
role of temperature and its percolation threshold corresponds
to the Curie temperature. The applied magnetic field in an
Ising ferromagnet is replaced by the ratio of the conductivity
of higher resistors to that of the lower ones. The exact mapping
of the two systems lets the random resistor network be well
understood, and by now it is known as a fundamental model
for geometrical phase transitions [2].

The random resistor network is an ideal theoretical model,
in which the distribution of resistors is always random.
However, in the real world, a broad class of phenomena
involves disordered connectedness whose structure varies
due to external driving. For example, dielectric particles in
electrorheological (ER) fluids aggregate and form chainlike
clusters when an electric field is applied on the system,
which then results in a prominent increment of the yield
stress [15–19]. However, it is difficult to show that ER fluids
have a macroscopic phase transition, although the formation of
the chainlike structure shows some scaling behavior [20,21].
In general, ER fluids are composed of dielectric dispersed
particles and dielectric dispersing liquid, i.e., both components
are nonconducting materials, so the ratio of the conductivity
of higher resistors to that of the lower ones is not controllable.
This violates the condition that the ratio tends to zero when a
macroscopic insulator-conductor transition occurs. However,
if one replaces the dielectric dispersed particles with metal
particles, the characteristic of chain formation in ER fluids
will be retained but its effective conductivity will show an
insulator-conductor phase transition [22], similar with that

of the random resistor network. Therefore, the metal-oil ER
fluid system is a good candidate to study the phase transition
dominated by the disordered connectedness which varies in
response to external control.

In this paper we present a model of metal-oil ER fluids to in-
vestigate the two main characteristics observed in experiments
on ER systems, i.e., the gradual formation of chainlike clusters
and the insulator-conductor transition with increasing external
voltage. Experiments have revealed that, similar to dielectric
ER fluids, metal-oil ER fluids also change their symmetry very
much when an electric field is applied [22]. As a representative
example, the snapshot of the evolution of the microstructure of
the metal-oil ER system is presented in Fig. 1(a), which is cited
from Fig. 2(a) in Ref. [22]. In this figure, the volume fraction is
0.082. Under the assumption that the fluid is just as thin as the
diameter of the uniform metal spheres, the two-dimensional
(2D) volume (section area) fraction is 3/2 times this value,
i.e., 0.123. However, the metal spheres are not uniform in the
experiment and it is also not possible to control the thickness
of the oil just at the diameter of the metal spheres. For this
reason, the 2D volume fraction should be somewhat higher
than this value. Figure 1(a) shows clearly that the metal spheres
form a chainlike structure with many branches when strong
electric field is applied. To observe a fractal structure with
many branches, large system sizes are absolutely needed. In
order to make large-scale computer simulations feasible, some
simplifications had to be carried out in the model construction:
The main simplifications we used are the discretization of the
position of metal particles and we replaced the inhomogeneous
media by a resistor network. These simplifications allow us to
calculate both the distribution of the field and the whole current
of the system very efficiently by solving Kirchhoff’s equation.
Benefiting from the efficient algorithm, we can treat systems
with particle number much larger than in the experiments in
Ref. [22]. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we
briefly describe the model used and the simulation method.
Section III presents the simulation results, which show clearly
the emergence of an insulator-conductor transition as the
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the experimental system at high voltage
values obtained in the experiments of Ref. [22]. The snapshot (a)
shows clearly that the particles form chains which merge into a large
cluster spanning between the electrodes. The model construction is
illustrated by (b) and (c).

electric voltage is increased. In Sec. IV the cluster structure is
analyzed in detail and the connection of the microstructure to
the insulator-conductor transition is established. Section V is
devoted to a conclusion and discussion.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

The goal of our work is to carry out a detailed investi-
gation of the insulator-conductor phase transition occurring
in metal-oil electrorheological fluids, focusing also on the
microstructural change of the system when the external voltage
is increased. In the system, metal particles are dispersed
in a fluid between two planar electrodes which makes it
possible to apply a controllable external electric field. The
basic mechanisms occurring in this physical system can be
summarized as follows: When the electric potential is applied
on the two electrodes on opposite ends of the system, an
inhomogeneous electric field will form. The electric field will
further induce a dipole moment �d = α �E for each isolated
metal sphere (not directly or indirectly connected to the
electrodes), where α is a material-dependent parameter and
�E denotes the field strength at the location of the particle.
The inhomogeneous electric field exerts a force on the metal
spheres with induced dipole moment, which can be written in
the form

�F = ( �d · �∇) �E. (1)

This electric force will drive the isolated metal spheres to
move. As a consequence the particles aggregate and form a
chainlike pattern in the fluid as the electric voltage increases.
Under this consideration, two arduous works have to be done
in the simulation, i.e., the inhomogeneous electric field has to
be calculated, taking also into account the effect of the induced
dipole moments, and the resulting motion of the metal spheres
has to be determined in the fluid.

It has been mentioned that many-body effects are dominant
in this system, so a very large number of metal spheres has
to be treated in order to obtain reliable results. In recent
years, there are significant developments in the simulation
techniques for the soft-matter systems [23–25]. However, for
the calculations on the electrostatics of the systems composed
of particles, the most efficient methods are based upon the
particle-particle-particle-mesh algorithm [26,27], which is not
enough in treating the system with the size we used in this
paper. To obtain the electrostatics, we generally solve Maxwell
equations with a complex permittivity, which combines the

information of permittivity and conductance together. If the
system contains only dielectric materials, a real permittivity is
enough to describe the system, and Maxwell equations reduce
to the Poisson equation. However, if the system contains
metal materials, the free charge will be dominated, and the
field distribution is determined by the irrotational properties
of the electric field, which results in Kirchhoff’s equation.
To simplify the system so that it is suitable for this kind of
calculation, we discretize the system and restrict the position
of the metal spheres on the nodes of a square lattice [Fig. 1(b)].
Then, the distribution of the electric media is approximated by
a network of resistors on the square lattice, which is formed
by connecting each nearest-neighbor site with a resistor.
Figure 1(c) is an illustration of the approximation for the
configuration shown in Fig. 1(b). There are three kinds of
resistors in the network corresponding to three different kinds
of configuration in the nearest-neighbor sites, i.e., Rm [black
resistor in Fig. 1(c)] for both of the sites being occupied by
metal spheres, Ri [white resistor in Fig. 1(c)] for both being
empty, and Rmi = Rm/2 + Ri/2 [gray resistor in Fig. 1(c)]
for one site being occupied and the other being empty. Here,
it is should be pointed out that large but finite Ri is needed
to ensure that the whole system has a stable solution. After
this simplification, the distribution of the electric potential
when a fixed voltage is applied at the two opposite edges of
the square lattice can be calculated by solving Kirchhoff’s
equation for each node [28]. The inhomogeneous electric field
can be obtained from the electric potential as

�E = −�∇V. (2)

The other component of the simulation is to determine
the rule of movement of the metal spheres. After the inho-
mogeneous electric field is obtained, it is easy to calculate
the electric force exerted on each metal sphere according to
Eq. (1). However, in the process of chain formation, the fluid
also exerts force on the metal spheres. The simulation rule
for the movement of the metal spheres must include the effect
of this hydrodynamic force. Some previous work has used
Stokes’ law to describe the hydrodynamic force [29]. However,
because we discretize the positions of the spheres, an accurate
velocity cannot be obtained. Fortunately, the movement of the
metal spheres is slow, so the Stokes force can be neglected
compare to another frictionlike force, which is caused by
the contact of the metal spheres and the bottom plate of the
container. The frictionlike force will keep the metal sphere
in its original site until the component of the force on a
specific direction exceeds a threshold value f0. When a force
component is larger than the threshold, the metal sphere will
hop to its nearest-neighbor site along the direction if there is
an empty (not occupied by another metal) sphere). Sometimes
there may exist multiple directions that satisfy the above
condition, and in this case the metal sphere will hop to the
direction with the largest force component. Since the velocity
of the sphere is neglected in our simulation, the hopping is
restricted only to its nearest-neighbor site, regardless of the
strength of the electric force. The metal spheres that are directly
or through other metal spheres connected to the electrode
will not experience an electric force because of the screening
effect. Therefore, we also exclude the consideration of the
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movement of these spheres in the simulation, as was done by
Kun in Ref. [29]. This means that if a metal sphere moves to
connect to a cluster that is connected to the electrode or to the
electrode directly, it will be fixed there in the rest of simulation
time.

After we have determined the voltage distribution of the
network, it is trivial to calculate the electric current at each
resistor by use of Ohm’s law, and the current of the whole
system can be obtained easily by summing up all these currents
along the section perpendicular to the direction of the electric
potential applied. As general, the effective conductivity of the
whole system is defined as the ratio of the current of the whole
system to the applied voltage.

The computer simulation of the model proceeds as follows:
We start at a random configuration of metal spheres without
any external electric field. Those metal particles that are
directly or through other metal spheres connected to the
electrodes are marked and are ruled out of the consideration of
movement during the simulation. Then the electric voltage is
gradually increased in equal steps. At each voltage value, the
movement of all movable particles is determined according
to the rules mentioned above. Those particles which get
connected to the electrodes (directly or through other metal
spheres) during the time evolution get fixed to the electrode.
The trial movement process is iterated 100 times at each
voltage to reach an equilibrium state. The conductivity of the
system at each voltage is calculated after the equilibration
process. The simulation is stopped at a very high voltage,
where the conductivity of the whole system reaches its
saturation value, or there are no movable metal spheres in
the whole system.

The conditions of the simulations are set in the following
way. Our simulation is carried out on the L × (L + 2) square
lattice in the range L = 200 → 1000. A fixed boundary
condition is used in the longer direction to simulate the effect
of the electrodes, where two edges are fully filled by metal
spheres, and its voltage is set to 0 and V , respectively. For the
shorter direction, a periodic boundary condition is simply used.
It is worth mentioning that the results of the conductivity may
fluctuate for different random initial configurations, especially
for a smaller system size. To ensure reasonable accuracy, we
carried out the simulation five times with a different random
initial position of the particles at each system size, and the
final conductivity at each voltage was obtained by averaging
the simulation results.

In our model construction the system is characterized
by a large number of parameters. However, we can find
that some of them merely give scale variations, but do not
give a different physical description. We first consider the
parameters Rm and Ri . We can find that the distribution of
the electric potential depends only on the ratio of the two
kinds of resistance Ri/Rm. If we fix the ratio and change
Rm to R′

m, the distribution of electric potential is exactly the
same, and hence the simulation process is the same. The only
difference is that the current on each resistor changes by a
factor Rm/R′

m, and hence the total current also changes by
this factor. Second, we consider the rule of movement. In our
movement rule, whether a sphere moves or not is determined
by the comparison of the electric force and the frictionlike
force. The change of the system is in a quasistatic process,

because the effect of the velocity of the spheres is neglected.
In this case, the precise value of the difference between the
electric and frictionlike force is not important, i.e., it will
give exactly the same movement if the logical comparison
(less or larger) is unchanged. According to this, the key
parameter should be [( �d · �∇) �E]i/f0, which is proportional to
αV 2/f0. This means that the same value of αV 2/f0 would
show exactly the same movement of each sphere in the
simulation. Furthermore, the conductivity-voltage relation will
show similar characteristics (with different critical voltage) for
any parameters of α and f0 as long as they are positive, because
the difference of α/f0 can be easily merged into the scale of the
voltage.

According to the previous discussion, the only important
parameter is the ratio of two kinds of resistance Ri/Rm, which
is chosen to be 1.0 × 109 in our simulation. We choose this
value by considering that there is a very thin fluid film between
the two touching metal spheres, so the resistance between the
two metal spheres in the fluid is much larger than the resistance
in bulk metal. We have also carried out the simulations for other
ratios of the resistance with fixed Rm. We find that the result of
the conductivity-voltage relation is almost the same, provided
the ratio is sufficiently large, e.g., Ri/Rm > 1.0 × 104. The
value of Rm is set to 1.0 × 10−5 � and the parameter α/f0 is set
to 1.0 × 10−2 V−2 for a unit length of the lattice or the sphere’s
diameter. The concentration of the metal spheres is chosen to
be φ = 30% per lattice site, which is (π/4)30% ≈ 23.6% for
volume occupation.

III. TRANSITION FROM THE INSULATING TO THE
CONDUCTING PHASE

Figure 2 presents the configuration of metal spheres
obtained by computer simulations at different voltages. At zero
voltage, V = 0, the particles are located at random positions
[Fig. 2(a)]. By increasing V , the attracting particles can hop to
neighboring sites, which results in a cluster-cluster aggregation
process with clusters elongated in the field direction [Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)]. At higher voltages the shape of the clusters becomes
more anisotropic and at a critical voltage a spanning cluster
appears which connects the two electrodes [Fig. 2(d)]. Even
much above the transition points [Fig. 2(e)], there can be
some isolated particles which have not joined the giant cluster.
The evolution of the configurations as the voltage increases is
similar to that of the experiment in Fig. 1(a) and also to that
of the dielectric ER fluid experiments [30–32].

The conductivity-voltage relation is plotted in Fig. 3, where
a transition can be observed from a high-resistance range at
low voltages to a low-resistance range at high voltages. The
transition from the insulator (high resistance) to the conductor
state (low resistance) is relatively fast. This transition also
depends on the concentration of the metal spheres. By slightly
changing the concentration, we find that it needs a higher
voltage to transform from the insulator to the conductor state
for a system with a lower concentration. All these characteristic
features of the system are in a good agreement with the
experimental findings [22]. Our simulations show that the
insulator-conductor transition emerges due to the change of
the configuration of metal spheres in the space, as it is
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FIG. 2. Simulation configuration of the equilibrium state for
the system of size L = 400 at the voltage V = (a) 0, (b) 500,
(c) 600, (d) 700, and (e) 2400, respectively. The figures in the
right-hand column present magnified views of the areas indicated
by the rectangles.

demonstrated in Fig. 2. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it can be
observed that the beginning of the transition corresponds to the
formation of short chains of the metal spheres, and the fastest
variation of the conductivity corresponds to the percolated
structure, where the metal spheres just form a connected
cluster between the two electrodes. The conductivity reaches

FIG. 3. (Color online) Conductivity σ as a function of voltage V

for different system sizes L. The system size increases from up-left to
the down-right as L = 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000.

the saturation value when most of the metal particles aggregate
to the chainlike structure spanning the entire space between
the electrodes.

For such a percolation-induced insulator-conductor tran-
sition it is important to analyze how the system size affects
the process. Figure 4 presents the saturation value of the
conductivity σ0 as a function of the system size on a double
logarithmic plot. It can be seen that σ0 is not a constant, as
is generally found for 2D compact, space-filling systems, but
decreases as the system size increases. This means that a larger
fraction of the metal spheres touch the bifurcated part of the
chainlike structure for larger systems, which will not contribute
to the conductivity of the whole system. Hence the effective

FIG. 4. (Color online) The saturation value of the conductivity σ0

as a function of the system size L. Power law behavior is evidenced
with a fractal section of the conducting backbone.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Critical voltage Vc obtained by the fastest
change of the conductivity (squares) and by the peak of the average
cluster size (cross) as a function of the system size L. A high-quality
power-law behavior is obtained with the exponent 1 + γ , where γ =
0.23 ± 0.02 is for the data represented by squares.

number of the backbone per width decreases. The data in Fig. 4
can be well fitted by a straight line which implies the power-law
behavior

σ0 ∼ L−β, (3)

where the value of the exponent was obtained as β = 0.38 ±
0.07, which suggests that the conducting backbone has an
effective section Seff with a fractal dimension 1 − β.

The transition voltage Vc of the system was determined
as the voltage where the conductivity has the fastest change.
Numerically Vc was obtained by smoothing the conductivity
curves of Fig. 3 and searching for the position of the maximum
of the derivative. Figure 5 presents the ln-ln plot of the
transition voltage Vc as a function of the system size L. It can be
observed in the figure that the transition voltage increases with
system size. Assuming that the transition voltage is determined
by the electric-field strength E, Vc should be proportional to
the system size L. Figure 5 shows a power-law increase of Vc,

Vc ∼ L1+γ , (4)

where the exponent is proved to be γ = 0.23 ± 0.02. The
nonzero value of γ implies that the transition point is not
simply determined by the strength E of the electric field,
since with increasing system size a larger fraction of the metal
spheres are attached to side branches of the elongated clusters
which do not contribute to the current-carrying capacity of
the system. This is an interesting consequence of the fractal
structure of clusters which couple the two electrodes.

IV. STRUCTURAL TRANSITION OF THE
PARTICLE SYSTEM

Studying macroscopic observables of the system, we have
shown above that the system exhibits a transition from an
insulating state to a conducting one appearing at a well-defined

critical voltage. On the microlevel, the insulating-conducting
transition is accompanied by subsequent rearrangements of
the particles, which gives rise to a structural transition from
an initially random configuration to an ordered one where a
spanning cluster of metal spheres ensures conduction between
the plates. In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the
phase transition, in the following we present a detailed analysis
of the structural evolution of the particle system as the voltage
of the electrodes is increased.

In the initial configuration of the model system, the particles
are placed randomly onto the nodes of the square lattice. Since
the concentration φ is significantly below the corresponding
site percolation threshold of the lattice, φ < φc ≈ 0.5927
[33–35], the particles can only form clusters which are much
smaller than the system size. The cluster size S is defined
as the number of particles in the cluster. As the voltage
between the two electrodes increases, the particles and the
small initial clusters start to move and form larger clusters.
It can be observed in Fig. 2 that as the voltage increases,
the system undergoes a cluster-cluster aggregation process:
At low voltages only small clusters are present, which then
grow by merging. Since the electrostatic interaction favors the
clusters’ ends for merging, the clusters get more and more
elongated as they grow [see Figs. 2(b)–2(e)]. At the critical
voltage Vc, this growth process gives rise to the emergence of
a macroscopic cluster which spans the gap between the two
electrodes, introducing a conducting contact between them.
The conductivity of the system above the critical voltage
V > Vc in Fig. 2 is mainly determined by the structure of the
conducting backbone of the spanning cluster of metal particles.

For the quantitative characterization of the structural evo-
lution of the particle ensemble, we determined the radius of
gyration Rg of all growing clusters before they join one of
the electrodes (directly or indirectly). The radius of gyration
Rg characterizing the linear extension of an S-sized cluster is
defined as

R2
g = 1

S(S − 1)

S∑

i �=j=1

(�ri − �rj )2, (5)

where �ri denotes the position vector of particle i in the cluster.
Figure 6 shows that the size of clusters S has a power-law
dependence on the radius of gyration Rg ,

S ∼ RD
g , (6)

where the value of the exponent D depends on the size of
the clusters. Since small clusters are more compact, they
are characterized by a high value of the exponent D =
1.75 ± 0.015. Large clusters tend to merge at their ends,
which gives rise to elongated cluster shapes with a lower
value of the exponent D = 1.25 ± 0.05. It can be observed
that the crossover between the two regimes occurs at a
well-defined cluster size Sc ≈ 15, indicated by the dashed line
in the figure. It has to be emphasized that the value of D

significantly lower than 2 that was obtained for large clusters
demonstrates the self-affine character of the shape of clusters
growing in the inhomogeneous electric field. Assuming that
the finite clusters in Fig. 2 can be enclosed by a rectangular
bounding box of side length a and b, the cluster size S can be
estimated as S = ab and the radius of gyration can be obtained
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Size of the clusters S as a function of
the radius of gyration Rg obtained at different system sizes L. Each
symbol represents an individual cluster. On a double logarithmic plot,
the data can be well approximated by straight lines. The inset presents
a magnified view of the cluster structure.

as Rg = √
a2 + b2/(2

√
3). The elongated shape of clusters

results in a high value of the aspect ratio χ = a/b 
 1. Using
Rg and χ instead of the two side lengths a and b, the cluster
size can be expressed in the form S = R2

g/(χ + 1/χ ), which
can be well approximated by S ≈ R2

g/χ . This argument has
the consequence that the low value of D can be explained
such that, due to the strongly inhomogeneous electric field,
the growing clusters become more and more anisotropic and
the aspect ratio increases as a power law of Rg , i.e., χ ∼ Rδ

g .
The exponent δ is an important characteristic quantity of the
ER system [20,21], it demonstrates that the clusters of the ER
system have a self-affine character, i.e., the larger they get, the
more anisotropic they are [36–38]. In our system δ = 2 − D

gives rise to the value δ = 0.75 of the self-affinity exponent.
In order to understand the nature of the transition from

the insulating to the conducting phase, we have to analyze
how the ensemble of growing clusters evolves as the voltage
is increased. We evaluated the size distribution of clusters
nV (S) at different voltages, which provides the number of
those clusters n of different sizes S that are not connected to
the electrodes. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that at low voltages, when
all clusters are small, the distribution has a rapid exponential
decay. As the voltage approaches the critical point V → Vc,
due to the merging of growing clusters, the distribution spans
a broader and broader range but still the exponential cutoff
dominates the behavior of nV (S). It has to be emphasized that
at the critical voltage Vc the distribution becomes a power law,

nV (S) ∼ S−τ , (7)

where the value of the exponent τ = 2.12 ± 0.04 was obtained
numerically. In the supercritical regime V > Vc the range
of cluster sizes decreases again (see also Fig. 7) since an
increasing fraction of particles joins the spanning cluster
contributing to the conduction. Note that the value of τ falls
relatively close to the cluster size exponent of 2D percolation
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The size distribution of clusters nV (S)
obtained at different voltages V for the system size L = 900. As the
critical voltage is approached, Vc ≈ 1377 V, the distribution becomes
a power law. The slope of the straight line is 2.12.

[9] in spite of the correlated growth and anisotropic shape of
clusters.

The transition from the insulating to the conducting phase
can be followed by studying the average size of finite clusters,
i.e., the size of those clusters which are not connected to the
electrodes. The average cluster size Sav is defined as the ratio
of the second and first moments of the cluster size distribution,

Sav =
∑′

S nV (S)S2

∑′
S nV (S)S

, (8)

where the prime indicates that the largest cluster is always
omitted in the summation [9]. The average cluster size is
presented in Fig. 8 as a function of voltage for different system
sizes L. It can be observed that, due to the coalescence of
growing clusters, the average size of the clusters increases
with the voltage and has a relatively sharp maximum, where
the spanning cluster is formed. Since the large cluster becomes
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Average cluster size Sav as a function of
voltage rescaled with the system size L. With an appropriate choice
of the exponent of L, the curves can be collapsed onto each other.
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rapidly connected to the electrodes, the finite clusters become
relatively small and Sav decreases above the critical point
V > Vc. Figure 8 also demonstrates that, by rescaling the
voltage with an appropriate power of the system size, the Sav

curves obtained at different system sizes can be collapsed on
the top of each other. The good quality collapse of Fig. 8
was obtained with the exponent 1.24, which is very close to
the value of 1 + γ obtained for the scaling of the transition
voltage, Eq. (4). The scaling analysis implies that the position
of the maximum Vm of the average cluster size Sav also has the
system size dependence,

Vm ∼ L1+γ . (9)

Note that Vm not only has a similar scaling behavior as Vc,
but its value is also very close to Vc. For comparison, we
also plot Vm in Fig. 5. These cluster structure analysis results
clearly support the argument that the conductor-insulator
transition taking place in the system at the critical voltage has a
percolation nature. The difference of the exponent τ and of the
fractal dimension from their counterparts in 2D percolation on
a square lattice [9] can be attributed to the spatial correlation
arising due to the anisotropic growth of the clusters of metal
particles. Due to large numerical costs, our scaling analysis
is limited to the size scaling of the average cluster size Sav

where good agreement is found with the scaling behavior of
the conductivity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We established a simple model to simulate the system that
spherical metal particles are suspended in a quasi-2D viscous
liquid between planar electrodes. In the model, the position
of the metal spheres is discretized and the inhomogeneous
distribution of the electric media is approximated by a resistor
network. These simplifications allow us to treat a large number
of particles, which is absolutely required to describe the
structural changes of the system. By our simulations, behaviors
on both macroscopic and microscopic levels were studied in
detail.

On the macroscopic level, the behavior of the system is char-
acterized by the conductivity, which is monitored as a function
of the imposed voltage. Simulations revealed a transition from
the insulating to the conducting state as the voltage increased.
As a very interesting outcome of the work, simulations showed
that the critical voltage of the transition exhibits a power-law
behavior as a function of the system size, however, the value
of the exponent is significantly different from the trivial
scaling exponent of bulk systems. The nontrivial scaling of the
macroscopic characteristics is the fingerprint of the complex

evolution of the microstructure of the particle system with
increasing voltage. Another interesting outcome of the work
is that simulations also showed a power-law scaling for the
saturation conductivity, although it is far from the insulator-
conductor transition range. This suggested that the effect-
ive section of the conductive backbone scales with the system
size by a fractal dimension even after the structure did not
change with the applied field.

On the microscopic level, the dipole-dipole interaction of
the particles gives rise to a cluster-cluster aggregation process,
which then leads to the formation of a spanning cluster between
the electrodes. The increasing value of the conductivity is the
consequence of the evolution of the clusters’ structure with
increasing voltage. Our analysis showed that the clusters which
are disconnected from the electrodes are nearly compact,
however, they are strongly elongated along the field direction.
The anisotropic cluster shape proved to have a self-affine
character, i.e., clusters get more elongated as they grow with
a power-law dependence of the aspect ratio on the linear
extension. The structural evolution exhibits a transition from
a phase where all clusters are relatively small compared to the
system size, to another phase where a macroscopic cluster that
is connected to two electrodes forms. The transitional voltage
has almost the same value, and hence scaling behavior, with
that of the critical voltage determined from the functional form
of the conductivity. We also found that, in spite of the highly
anisotropic cluster shapes, the size distribution of clusters
exhibits a power-law behavior at the transition point with an
exponent which falls very close to the corresponding value of
percolation in 2D.

The critical voltage can also be directly observed in
experiment. The results show that both the experimental data
and theoretical data can be plotted in a single straight line in
the double logarithmic plot as a function of system size by
fitting α/f0 appropriately. This implies that the experimental
results also support the exponent γ = 0.23 in Fig. 5, although
the experimental data are more scattered because of the smaller
system sizes [22].
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